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Are you eager to pull your cardigans out of storage, or are you expecting to be disappointed by a bunch of shapeless, worn out cardis? We put so much time and
effort into putting together great outfits. And then the weather turns cold, and we cover up our fabulous clothes with – what? A stylish top layer that enhances the
ensemble? Or a tired looking gray sweater that makes us look frumpy? The right choice is clear.
You deserve cardigans that you adore. Cardigans that keep you looking forward to Autumn all Summer long. But school’s back in session, your schedule is getting
busier, and the holidays are looming. Who has time to search for the perfect cardi? Don’t worry, Cushie b has you covered (pun intended – sorry).
The wonderful thing about Cushie b’s luxury cardigans is that they’re made to last. They won’t go out of style in a year, yet they’re anything but bland. The merino
wool and viscose yarns will hold up to wear after wear – while remaining soft as a sigh.

Cozy Draped Blanket Cardigan
Cushie b’s Cozy Draped Blanket Cardigan wraps you in extra fine merino wool. The open front cascades beautifully. The long
sleeves are ribbed so that they stay in place and out of your way – perfect for working at the office, or noshing at a party.
This cardi is available in black and periwinkle blue.

Kimono Cardigan
Cushie b’s Kimono Cardigan can make any outfit special. The shimmery
Italian poly viscose knitted lace is open enough that it doesn’t hide your shape. The extra fine merino yoke is warm,
soft and drapey. The loosefitting short sleeves are comfortable and flattering.
The Kimono Cardigan comes in Deep Red/Wine (pictured), Silver Grey/Black, and Teal Blue/Navy.

Long Drape Cardigan
Cushie b’s Long Drape Cardigan features a diagonal stitch pattern on the sleeves that makes this more than just
another cardi. The open front keeps you from being too covered up. The cream (or black) color goes with everything – what more can you want in a cardigan?
Try wearing the Long Drape Cardigan over a matching (or contrasting) Sleeveless Top in cream or black.
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Don’t Skimp on the Wrapping
Think of a cardigan as the wrapping paper on a gift. Sure, you can wrap a gift in old, faded paper you found in the back of the
closet. It’s what’s inside that counts. But when you make a little effort to carefully wrap a present in nice paper, you’re signaling
that’s what’s inside is special. That’s why you deserve a luxury cardigan from Cushie b.
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Customer Service
For questions or concerns, please call or text us at
18004250310.
To email us, click here.
You can also reach us by fax at 18443080106.
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